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Abstract -  This paper provides an overview of design/test/CAD
silicon cost-related issues.  All major factors contributing to the rapid
growth of manufacturing costs are explained and  a simple cost model
is introduced to assess possible impact of cost growth on the VLSI
arena.

I . INTRODUCTION
Design and test, and consequently  CAD, cannot evolve

independently of trends in IC manufacturing -- the main source
of revenue supporting the entire microelectronics industry. The
design-manufacturing interface has many components.  The
most visible and well understood are manufacturing constraints,
given in the form of design rules and device characteristics of
various kinds.  There is, however, one more important but not
as visible link between design and manufacturing  --  the notion
of  silicon cost.  This notion indirectly affects  processes
shaping evolution of the entire IC industry.

In the last twenty years silicon cost -- computed per single
IC transistor -- has been constantly decreasing,  making  multi-
million transistor systems on a single die both feasible and cost-
effective.  Consequently, for a long time design, test and CAD
have focused solely on design complexity and time-to-market
related issues while the cost of IC manufacturing  has been
viewed as relevant only for high volume production.

In the last couple of years the view on  manufacturing costs
has begun to change [1].  The main reason for this change is the
exponentially growing  cost of manufacturing facilities, which
is estimated soon to reach  1 billion  dollars per fabline [2,3,4].
Market conditions have changed as well. Increased competition
has led to a decrease in previously lucrative profit margins [5].

How will the aforementioned changes affect
microelectronics market? What will the new situation on the
manufacturing-design interface look like?  What  kind of
corrections to  IC design and manufacturing strategies might be
necessary? What are the  needs to be addressed by new design
strategies and CAD tools?  These and many other questions of a
similar kind should be discussed by the design/CAD
community before any possible negative consequences of the
manufacturing cost increase occur.  The purpose of this paper is
to provide an overview of the IC manufacturing cost  domain in
order to initiate  discussion which addresses the above
concerns.

II.  ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
 To set the stage for the discussion presented in this paper it

is useful to summarize basic facts characterizing electronics
industry in general and microelectronics in particular.  In the
last 10 years the entire electronics industry has grown at an
average  rate of around 40 billion dollars of sales of electronic
equipment a year, reaching a level of  700 billion dollars this
year [6].  Such progress has been made possible by the progress
of the IC industry which has accounted for around 10-13% of
the total electronics market size.  The progress in
microelectronics, in turn, was enabled by the constantly
decreasing size of an average integrated transistor.  The rate of

change of transistor size -- traditionally characterized through
minimum length of a transistor channel, also called minimum
feature size --  is shown in Fig. 1 [1,6,7,8].
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Fig. 1.  Minimum feature size as a function of time.  
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Such impressive progress has been facilitated mainly by
the progress achieved in the design and construction of
manufacturing equipment.
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Fig. 3. Die size trend.

Hence, slightly simplifying the reality, one can conclude
that manufacturing equipment industry decides the pace and
direction of the entire electronics.  However this industry, by
accounting for less than 1.4% of the electronics market size, is
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in turn fully dependent on the IC industry, or more precisely on
high volume (commodity ) IC producers.

One has to realize that the  level of integration achieved
has also resulted in: (a) the already mentioned increase in the
cost of manufacturing facilities (Fig. 2), (b) an increase in  die
size (Fig. 3), (c) an increase of the process complexity and (d) a
decrease in the required contamination levels [7,9] (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4.  Number of manufacturing steps and defect  density  required
for subsequent generations of IC technologies.

III.  TRANSISTOR  COST  MODEL
The above summary leads to two seemingly contradicting

observations.  On one hand the complexity of the processes and
manufacturing equipment are subject to rapidly growing costs.
On the other hand the rate of progress seems to be absolutely
unaffected by these growing costs. To explain the above
contradiction one should focus on  the manufacturing cost
computed per single transistor  -  a good measure of the cost of
an IC's functionality.  This cost has always been decreasing [6]
allowing  the new functionality to be sold at very attractive
profit margins.  For this reason  overall manufacturing cost
increases  did not really matter in the past .

Recently the situation has  changed. There are  some
indications that the cost per transistor may no longer decrease
[10], or at least the rate of the cost decrease may become slower
[11].  Such change may have a dramatic impact on the entire IC
industry since the transistor size decrease may not provide
simultaneous  performance and cost gains.

The purpose of this section is to conduct a transistor cost
analysis in order to:  (a) determine whether transistor cost
trends known from the past will continue into the future and (b)
demonstrate the complexity of the IC manufacturing cost
problem.

The cost of a transistor, Ctr , in a functioning (fault free) IC
can be expressed as:

C tr =     C w

N ch N tr  Y
                                  (1)

where: Cw - is the cost of manufacturing wafer,  Nch - is the
number of IC dies per wafer, Ntr - is a number transistor per
die and  Y - is the manufacturing yield i.e. the probability that a
fabricated and tested die functions according to its desired
specifications. The remainder of this  section discusses each of
the above factors in detail.

A. Cw  - Cost of the Wafer

The cost of manufacturing of the wafer can be analyzed
from at least two different perspectives:  the accounting
perspective and the analytical perspective.  The  accounting

perspective is simple - by dividing the total  cost  accumulated
over a period of time by the total number of fabricated wafers
in this period of time, one can determine Cw for the existing (or
known from the past) processes and manufacturing facilities.
(For instance, it was also estimated this way that the cost of 6
inch wafer fabricated in 1 µm CMOS was between  $500 and
$800 [12,13]. A wafer of the same size but fabricated with 3
metal  layers and 0.8 µm feature size was reported to cost
$1300 [14].)

The analytical perspective is much more complex.  It
requires that Cw is expressed in terms of all major relevant cost
factors.  The most important of them are as follows:
a.     Manufacturing volume   . The cost of manufacturing has  two

components:  a variable cost growing as a linear function of
volume [15] and fixed costs which include  R&D costs,
management overhead costs and all other of non-recurring
costs.  Consequently, the total cost computed per wafer, Cw,
can be expressed by the following function:

CW ( V ) =  CW
'  +  Cover

V
                              (2)

where Cover is overhead (fixed)  cost and C'w is true cost of
manufacturing per wafer.  Analysis of the overhead cost is
very important but difficult.  The main difficulty is of a
subjective nature as different companies apply different
overhead accounting policies.  Furthermore different
products require very different amounts of R&D and design
effort.  The reported numbers may vary between $100K for
ASIC products up to $100M  [14]  for microprocessors.  As
a result it is much easier to handle the accounting aspect of
Cw than Cover. In this paper Cover is not discussed in detail
and the focus is on the "pure" cost of manufacturing which
includes only investment, labor, material and operational
costs.  (Examples of approaches dealing with accounting
aspects of Cw computations are presented in  [16] ).  In the

reminder of this section only C'w is discussed and value of
Cover is assumed to be known and given.

b.    Minimum feature size.  The relationship between cost and
minimum feature size  is very strong and complex.  A full
explanation of this relationship  is beyond the scope of this
paper.  It must be, however, explained in some detail
because it is the key to understanding  the main conclusions
of this section.

The decrease of the minimum feature size requires
process modifications to overcome physically-based
limitations and to enable an acceptable level of
manufacturability.  The hot electron phenomenon is the best
example of a physically-based problem, which was solved
by the introduction of LDD (lightly doped drain) structures.
This solution, however, does not come for free - it requires
an increase in the process complexity and consequently
manufacturing cost.

Increases in process complexity which are due to
manufacturability requirements are not as evident but they
are rather costly.  These requirements can essentially be
translated into process stability and uniformity limits and
contamination standards.  (Smaller feature size demands
thinner layers and fewer and smaller contaminations. )

Hence, minimization of the feature size is a major factor
causing cost increase through: (a) an increase in the number
of manufacturing steps which must be performed using
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more expensive equipment and (b) extremely demanding
contamination requirements. (Both  factors have already
been  indicated by the curves in Fig. 4.)

Despite the complexity of the above relationship one can

model  the cost of the wafer, C'w , as a function of minimum
feature size, using a  relatively simple relationship.  Namely,
it was found experimentally  [10] that:

 CW
'  = C0 X

0.5 ( 1 - λ )                         (3)
where:  λ  -  is the minimum feature size in microns,  Co - is
a reference value ( in this paper  Co was assumed  to be the
cost of  a  6 inch wafer fabricated with 1 µm feature size )
and X -  is a rate of the cost increase measured per  single
technology generation.

The most important parameter in  (3) is X.  In this paper
it will be treated as a variable but it is very important to see
the relation between X and the growth in process
complexity.  The value of X can also be estimated from data
presented in the literature.  According to Intel [14] X = 1.6,
Mitsubishi [1] X ∈  [ 1.6 - 2.4] and Hitachi [18] X ∈   [1.5 -
2.0] and detailed study presented in [12] X = 1.79. (Value of
X extracted from the data presented in Fig. 2 is between 1.2
- 1.4.)  Of course these numbers must be treated as rough
estimates.  The investment increase may become much
higher when existing contamination and failure analysis
techniques reach their limits (which is likely) or lower when
projects like TI's MMST  [19] deliver promised
cost/contamination control benefits.

c.     Wafer size   .  An increase in the wafer size is highly desirable
from a productivity point of view. (Larger wafers mean
more chips).  The problem is that larger wafer are more
difficult to process.  (Process uniformity and stability
issues.)  Larger wafers also require a significant investment
in equipment retooling (microscopes, handlers, magazines
etc.)  We assume that any cost increase due to an increase in
the wafer size is covered by the X factor.

d.    Product mix   .  This term is used to describe the composition
of the variety of the products manufactured simultaneously
using the same manufacturing facility.  This composition
has a strong influence on the level of fabline utilization and
consequently wafer costs.  The essence of the problem is as
follows.  Fablines are designed to perform a certain process
which requires specific amount of usage time of the
necessary equipment. In the case of a mono-product high
volume stable operation, a fabline can be designed such  that
each piece of equipment is utilized  nearly to its full
theoretical capacity.  But in the cases when there are a
number of products fabricated in small volumes, each
requiring different composition of manufacturing floor, it is
highly likely that the equipment load is non-uniform and
demand for some operation is higher than the available
capacity while some other equipment is idle but still
consuming resources.  (The cost of "ownership" for same
equipment may be the same for "active" and "inactive"
equipment usage.) Detailed study shows that the ratio of the
cost of the wafer fabricated with low volume multi-product
fabline and high volume mono-product environment  may
reach as high value as  7 [12].

e.     Design complexity   .  There is no direct relationship between
Cw and features of the fabricated IC if the cost of testing is
not taken into account.  If it is then Cw should be seen as a
function of many test relevant attributes of fabricated IC

which affect the length of the testing procedure.  A detailed
discussion of these attributes is again beyond the scope of
this paper. However, it is necessary to mention that the cost
of testing (both probe and final) will grow with a decrease of
minimum feature and an increase in the die size.  And in the
extreme case the cost of testing a wafer may be comparable
with the cost of  manufacturing. It is also necessary to stress
that adequate analytical relationships expressing cost of
testing as a function of, even basic, design attributes do not
exist and any available data is  purely of an experimental
nature.

B. Number of IC Dies Per Wafer and Transistors Per Die
It is easy to derive Nch as a function of die dimensions,

wafer radius and few other parameters characterizing wafer's
geometry  [20].  The function used in this paper is as follows:

Nch =  Floor  2
a/b

 Min Ri, Ri + 1       ∑
i = 0

Floor 2Rw

b
 - 1

(4)

where: Rj =  Rw
2  - ( j a b  -  Rw ) 2,  Rw  - is radius of the

wafer  and a and b are dimensions of the chip.
The number of transistors per die, Ntr, is a function of the

design density, minimum feature size and die area. This
function takes the following form:

 N tr  = A ch 

dd λ 2
                                      (5)

where: Ach - is area of the chip (axb), dd - is design density
expressed in terms of a number of minimum feature size
squares needed to draw single "average" transistors and λ  is
minimum feature size.

Table 1.  Design densities for  µPs functional blocks  [22].

I - cache
D - cache 

F. point unit 
Integer unit 

MMU
Bus  unit 

33.2 
35.7 
45.9 
38.3 
20.4 
12.7

1200k 
1100k 
323k 
232k 
118k 
50k

43.2 
50.7 

222.3 
257.9 
270.5 
399.0

Funct. block Area 
[mm  ] # of tr.2

λ  
# tr.

2

dd [      ] 

Table 2.  Deign densities for a spectrum of ICs described in [23,24].

µP, BiCMOS, 3 M 
µP, CMOS, 3 M, Alpha21064 
µP, CMOS, 2 M, R4400SC 
µP, CMOS, 3 M, PA7100 
µP, BiCMOS, 3 M,  Pentium 
µP, CMOS, 4M, PowerPC601 
µP, BiCMOS, 3 M, 2P, SuperSpark 
µP, CMOS, 2M, 68040 
1Mb SRAM, 2M, 2P 
16Mb SRAM, 2M, 4P 
64Mb, DRAM, 2M  
256Mb DRAM, 3M 
GateArray, 53Kg, BiCMOS, "50%"
GateArray, BiCMOS, 
SOG, 177Kg, 35-70%,  CMOS, 3M 
SOG, 235Kg, 70%,  CMOS, 3M 
PLD, 1.2Kg, EEPROM, 2M, 2P

 907.95 
 250.13 
224.64 
370.66 
149.11 
102.28 
168.53 
249.23  

36.00 
17.80   
22.29 
20.18 

 507.66 
403.20 
249.44 
117.19 

2631.04

0.3
 0.68 

0.6 
0.8 
0.8 

0.65 
0.7 

0.65 
0.35 
0.25 
 0.4 

0.25 
 0.8 
0.5 
0.8 
0.8
0.8

Type of IC
F. size
 [µm] 

λ 
# tr.

2

d
d [        ]    

Design density is a function of many attributes: the
function implemented on the chip, design style, design tools
and/or applied design library  [21].  For the discussion
presented in this paper it is enough to note that the large
difference occurs between different designs as shown in Tables
1 and 2.
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C.  Manufacturing Yield - Y
Due to space limitations the discussion of manufacturing

yield must also be limited to the presentation of basic facts.
Yield loss occurs when there is an unacceptable mismatch
between the expected and actual parameters of a fabricated IC
[25].  The mismatch is a combination of process disturbances
and/or non-optimal design decisions.  These may cause either
inadequate performance (e.g., excessive power consumption,
too long delay) or functional failure.  Typically inadequate
performance is caused by a process-design mismatch producing
ICs with an excessive sensitivity to "global process
disturbances".  Functional failures are due to "spot defects"
which produce shorts or opens in the circuit's connectivity.
Since both mechanisms are exclusive, yield loss, Y, is often
represented by the product YfncYpar where Yfnc is the
functional yield associated with spot defects and Ypar is the
parametric yield associated with global process disturbances,
respectively. In this paper we assume that parametric yield loss
is not of primary importance and we focus on Yfnc.

To explain the essence of the functional yield loss
mechanism let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the
defect is a contamination-generated spot (disk) of extra
conducting, semiconducting or insulating material embedded in
a layer of the IC during the manufacturing process.  Such a disk
may (but does not have to), cause a fault (i.e. IC malfunction)
and consequently yield loss.  Whether a defect causes a fault or
not depends on its size and location. Therefore, yield estimation
must be based not only on defect density but also based on
defect size distribution.

f(R)

R
0

p
R

∝

λ 2 λ 1

1

Fig, 5. Defect size distribution.

There are a number of functions which can be used to
model a defect size distribution [23, 24].  The most widely
accepted -- due to its simplicity -- is the function shown in Fig.

5 which decreases above certain value Ro as 1/Rp where R is
defect radius and p is a parameter.   Observe that the decrease
in the minimum feature size rapidly increases the number of
defects which may cause faults.

To handle the above effect one can  modify the standard
Poisson yield model:

Y = exp ( -Ach  Do )                           (6)

by substituting Do with the factor:  D / λp, where D and p are
defect characterization parameters and λ  is minimum feature
size in microns. One can also substitute Ach with the product:

Ntr dd λ2. Consequently, (6) takes the following form [26]:

    Y =  exp[ -  N tr  d d D

λp - 2
  ]                          (7)

Observe that Y is, as expected, a strong function of λ (p was
found experimentally  [26] to be in the range 4 - 5). Hence, an

increase in the scale of integration accomplished through a
decrease in λ requires a drastic decrease in defect density D if
the yield is expected to be kept on the acceptable level.

D.  Transistor Cost Model - Conclusions
The above presented brief overview clearly shows that the

cost of a single transistor in a fault free IC, Ctr,  strongly
depends on the minimum feature size, manufacturing volume
and the rate of the manufacturing cost increase.  Moreover,
transistor's cost can be decreased by a decrease in λ and/or an
increase in the wafer size (assuming modest values of X) but
under the condition that defect density is rapidly decreased to
keep value of Y high.  The next section explores this
relationship in detail.

IV.  COST OF THE TRANSISTOR - ESTIMATES
The constant decrease in  the cost of an IC transistor has

often been  taken for granted. In some cases  transistor cost  has
been  even viewed as  almost  design/test irrelevant [27].  And
such a view is understandable  since in the past typical
design/test objectives were focused on  the  IC performance
only and manufacturing  costs were determined through  the
choice of technology,  design style and die size limits  i.e.,
through arbitrary decisions  which were beyond the typical
design/test domain.  In addition  lucrative profit margins
amplified the performance side of the design objectives and
allowed for less cost effective design solutions.  Now, as the
situation may change and cost could become one of the
designer's main concerns it is necessary to reexamine the
transistor's basic cost trends and to analyze the design - cost
dependency.

A.  Transistor Cost Trends
The feature size trend shown in Fig. 1 (Sec. II) has been

enabled by physics based innovation and the ability to "debug"
subsequent generation of technologies to the level that assures
acceptable yields.  These two key abilities have allowed for a
dramatic increase in the total number of transistors
manufactured on a single wafer.  Noting that in the past wafer
cost increases have been  kept on a reasonable level [11] one
can clearly see the reasons for the transistor cost decrease.

To more quantitatively illustrate the above mechanism it is
useful to  define a generic manufacturing scenario (called here
Scenario #1), which is based on  the following assumptions:

    Assumption S1.1.   Value of X  is between 1.1-1.3.
    Assumption S1.2.   Manufactured product is a 1 MB DRAM
with appropriately designed redundant components.
   Assumption S1.3.   At the mature stage of each technology
generation the yield is 100%.
   Assumption S.1.4     Production is conducted as a high
volume low overhead (Cover = 0) operation.

This set of assumptions outlines a "typical"  state-of-the-art
manufacturing operation  at the beginning of the 1990's and is
especially adequate for technology and equipment driving
segments of the IC market i.e. memories.

Observe now that using the above assumptions  one can
find,  from (1) and (5), an approximation of  Ctr :

C  tr = Cw
'  ( λ ) dd λ 2

Aw

                                (8)
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where dd and λ  are as assumed earlier ,  C'w ( λ )  is given  by
(3) and Aw - is the area of the wafer. Using (8)  one can
compute curves shown in Fig. 6. Because the number of
transistors per wafer increases faster than  the wafer cost, Ctr
goes down when feature size decreases which confirms the
observation made earlier.
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Fig. 6.  Cost per transistor computed for  X = 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3,
respectively  and Co = $500, dd = 30 and Rw=7.5 cm.

It is important to stress, however,  that the key premise of
Scenario #1, i.e. the assumption that "somehow" it will be
possible to achieve high yields for each subsequent technology
generation while maintaining cost decrease on an acceptable
level, is very optimistic. Never the less it  seems to be accepted
by almost entire industry (e.g. [2,28]) as adequate and many
investment and R & D direction setting decisions of paramount
importance are based on the premise of Scenario #1.

For this reason and also because some of the assumptions
of Scenario #1 may soon become unrealistic it is worth
analyzing, in more detail, the validity of these assumptions. The
main problems  are as follows:

   S.1.1   The value of X  in the future is likely to grow.
According to the information presented in Sec. III.A  X may
be as high as 2.4  It is also important to remember that X may
grow due to the wafer size increase, and at any juncture
requiring quantum improvements in contamination control
technology.
    S.1.2.   The assumed product has a number of attributes which
do not adequately represent a number of important IC
products.  First of all only memories enjoy the benefits of
redundancy.  Secondly, the die size of an average IC product
is rising.  Finally, design densities of many products are very
different from the dd  of DRAMs.
   S.1.3     This is very critical assumption which is acceptable
under the condition that contamination control and failure
analysis are very effective.  According to some indication
published by manufacturing leaders [18] achieving high
yields for subsequent technologies may be very difficult if
possible at all.
   S.1.4.  This assumption is valid only for commodity ICs
fabricated in a very high volume.  All other IC including
some µPs will  be manufactured  less efficiently and therefore
for these products Co will have to be higher than  for
memories.
Hence, in general  one should conclude that "Scenario #1" is

too "optimistic" and to obtain a better picture of the possible
impact of the cost increase on the IC industry it makes sense to

consider another more realistic manufacturing scenario
("Scenario #2") by assuming:

    Assumption  S.2.1    .  Value of X is in the range 1.8 - 2.4.
   Assumption  S.2.2    Manufactured product is a custom

designed µPs with a number of transistors growing such that
technology trends shown in Fig. 3 are followed.

    Assumption  S.2.3.   The yield is 70% for each generation of

technology for a 1 cm2 die.
    Assumption  S.2.4      is the same as S.1.4.

To see the change in the transistor cost trend again (1) and (3)
were used to derive the following formula:

C  tr = Cw
'  ( λ ) dd λ 2

Aw Y0
 [ 

Ach ( λ )

A0
 ]

                             (9)

where Y0 = 70%,  A0 = 1 cm2 and Ach ( λ ) = 16.5 exp [ - 5.3
λ ] was extracted for the data in Fig. 3  Then (9) was applied to
generate plots shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7.  Cost per transistor computed as a function of minimum feature
size (Co = $500, dd = 200 and Rw = 7.5 cm.)

As one can see this figure illustrates dramatically different
situation.  A decrease in  the feature size causes an increase in
the transistor cost!  Keep in mind that this result was obtained
using very realistic assumptions. So, one must conclude that an
increase in cost per transistor  is not unlikely  and should be
seen as a realistic scenario for some kinds of ICs.

The consequences of such possible change in the IC
industry  would be overwhelming. And all of them would be
based in the fact that  a continuation of the trend towards
smaller feature size may become unhealthy or even damaging
for some classes of ICs.  Also as a result a growing portion of
the industry would have to seek development strategies which
would not be based in the expensive process innovation but
could still provide equivalent cost/performance benefits.

B. Transistor Cost Optimization
 To illustrate one such opportunity  formulas (1), (3), (4) and

(7) were used to compute transistor cost in terms of minimum
feature size λ and the number of transistors per die, Ntr.  It was
assumed that X = 1.4, Co = $500, Rw = 7.5 cm, dd = 152, D =
1.72 and p= 4.07.  (These values were extracted from a real
manufacturing operation [26]).  The results are presented in Fig.
8. Each contour shown in this figure represents constant cost
locations in the (λ x Ntr ) space.  Notice that there are a number
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of local optima and that the cost Ctr changes considerably  with
the change of either Ntr or λ. This means that for each die size

there is different λ opt which minimizes the cost per  transistor.
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Fig. 8. Transistor costs contour plots.

In more general terms we can conclude, therefore, that by
including in the IC system design process such variables as
sizes of the system's partitions and minimum feature sizes of
each partition one can minimize the overall system cost.  It is
important to note that the optimum solution may not call for the
smallest possible (and expensive) feature size.

C.  Cost Diversity
Another important observation which can be derived from

the cost estimates discussed in this paper is illustrated by the
data in Table 3.  In this table the cost per transistor for a variety
of product-manufacturing scenarios is presented.  The first eight
columns of this tables show input parameters for the cost model
constructed of equations (1), (3), (4) and (7).  Notice the large
diversity of transistor's costs shown in 9-th column of the table.

Table 3.  Cost per transistor.
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The results shown in Table 3 lead to at least two important
conclusions.  First is that the cost per transistor of a memory is
very different and much lower than for all other IC types.
Therefore, any discussion or decision made based on the
memory cost data should not be extrapolated onto other types
of ICs.  The second conclusion is that there is a range of
design/manufacturing scenarios which could be manipulated for
cost minimization purposes.  This opportunity should be

actively explored, especially during IC/system design phase
because possible gains are larger than one could anticipate
(Compare for instance rows 4,7, 10 and 17).

D. Cost Estimation Conclusions
The overall  conclusion  of this section,  and one of the

most important messages of this paper,  is as follows.  Since
memories are the largest "consumers" of the "process and
equipment" R&D, the economic realties of memory production
have decisive influence on the momentum of the entire IC
industry.  However, from the  argument presented it is evident
that what is cost effective for memories is not necessarily
beneficial for non-memory products. It is also evident that
under some circumstances continuation of the transistor cost
decrease may not be possible for the redundancy free ICs.
Consequently, one can expect dramatic changes in both the
business and technology segment of the IC industry, which
cannot benefit from high volume, mono-product, high yield
manufacturing operations.  And among these changes one can
expect to see a growing importance of the design based
manufacturing cost optimization.

V. POSSIBLE COST  INCREASE CONSEQUENCES
There are a number of avenues the IC industry can take to

handle cost increase problem.  In this section we will focus only
on one of them - the avenue which is probable but  perhaps
should be avoided.  This avenue, which one could call "past-
momentum-driven" can be outlined by the diagram in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. Objectives of  two major sectors of IC industry.

It can also be described as an evolutionary process composed of
the four  phases:

  Phase 1. (Taking place now.) In this phase two major
trends will dominate the industry.  The first one which is
driven by "high volume" and "high profit" market winners
will aim at smaller feature size and higher volume
regardless of the required investment levels.  The main
premise of this trend seems to be in the "invest-now-to-
dominate-later" strategy. Smaller silicon houses which can
not spent 1 billion dollars to build a new fabline and have
to "preserve the status quo" will participate in the second
trend.  The main objective of this trend will be to find
niche markets and to cut cost in brute force ways ("down
sizing", no money for research, open market but far from
satisfactory CAD tools, consultants rather then employees,
attention paid to the "bottom-line" only,  etc.). Observe that
the interest of these two trends are conflicting. The first
trend, by the virtue of high manufacturing volume forces
process R&D and the entire equipment arena to serve its
interests. Consequently, producers of low volume, diverse,
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redundancy free, niche oriented ICs  have to accept the
equipment designed and built with undesirable
manufacturing requirements and objectives in mind. Worst
of all, this equipment will have to be expensive.  ( The
worst of the attributes of such equipment is, however,  high
throughput which indirectly leads to very low utilization
levels in any diverse low volume manufacturing operation.
See [12]  and Sec. III)
   Phase 2.   "True and smart cost cutting effort stage," In this
phase winners of the race towards smaller feature size will
be forced to maintain very high volume production to
recover huge past investments. It will be done by
expanding portfolio of products (sophisticated memory
architectures [29] , variety of µPs versions, FPGA, etc.)
and eventually renting superfluous fabline capacity. It will
also lead to serious investment in process simplifications,
CIM, contamination control , etc.  The winners of the niche
market competition will become fabless or will still attempt
to survive by highly efficient use of obsolete fablines. They
may also  attempt to influence the equipment arena to
provide more cost effective process/equipment solutions.
They probably will also invest in such manufacturing cost
cutting directions as computer aids in rapid yield learning,
DFM and flexible  fabline control.
   Phase 3.   "End of the technology race and beginning of
stagnation stage".  At this phase the market will be served
by many fabless IC/MCM houses and a few "designless"
mono-product mega fablines.  But  "one-size-fits-all"
technologies will not be  optimal for some applications. As
a result  the need for custom/niche processes will become
apparent.
  Phase 4. "New beginning." New software/system/
circuit/process co-synthesis driven design/manufacturing
operations will emerge as a response to the growing gap
between fabless design houses and designless silicon
vendors.

Of course, it is likely that some of  above phases will overlap.
Observe also that many of the R&D objectives listed in Fig. 10
are already seen as key and have bee  identified as R&D goals
for  research consortia and universities [17].

The most important conclusion which perhaps could  be
derived from the above vision  is that one should expect a
period of time in which design/test/CAD based market
advantage will not be seen  as adequate to survive. The
attention will be paid to the business side of IC design and
manufacturing rather then to the innovation and research.
Consequently, if the above vision materializes in its worst form,
one can expect that rapid changes in the design manufacturing
interface will inflict damage in the form of unnecessary
unemployment among the best,  an irreversible change in
research and academia and consequently stagnation in the entire
industry.

VI . COST RELATED DESIGN/TESTING/CAD R&D
OBJECTIVES

The key message presented so far in this paper is that the
escalating cost of IC manufacturing must be "contained" and
that it is in the best interest of design/test/CAD to help the IC
industry in the coming cost driven transformation.  Such a need
has not been addressed thus far properly because of two basic
reasons:  lack of integration of system testing and IC-
manufacturing objectives and lack of adequate cost models.

One can provide a number of examples supporting such  a
point.

The best of them is the situation in the MCM arena.
MCMs are still seen as packaging domain and not as a cost
saving system/IC design opportunity.  For instance, one can
demonstrate that by applying active silicon substrate (i.e. very
expensive substrate) one can build a smart substrate system [30]
which can minimize the overall system cost [31]  by performing
self testing and enabling cost savings impossible with cheaper
but passive substrates. But traditional MCM strategies focus on
the cost of the substrate itself. Consequently, overall system
level  cost gains are not clearly identified  and typical MCMs
are seen as more expensive way to package small and medium
size systems.

There are many more examples which clearly show that the
lack of integration between design, test and manufacturing is,
on the one hand,  a reason for unnecessary cost increases and,
on the other hand, a great cost saving opportunity.  Consider,
for instance, testing. DFT and BIST techniques exist to
minimize cost  and complexity of test generation. But designers
are wary to allocate the resources (such as silicon area, and/or
performance) required to employ these techniques. The
problem is lack of adequate procedure which quantifies the
benefit (such as the associated decrease in test generation cost,
increase in overall test quality, or impact on time to market)
which any BIST of DFT technique would provide in return.

The core of the problem is that  the system level cost
minimization is possible if, and only if,  cost modeling strategy,
integrating in a single model such quantities as:  yield of the
system's components, expressed in terms of all strategic design
variables (λ, Ntr etc.), cost of testing as a function of the
probability of fault escapes [32] and many others, is available.

Fig. 10 depicts all major elements of such a strategy by
listing cost models needed for overall system level cost
optimization.
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Fig. 10. Cost models needed for system/IC  level cost minimization
purposes.

The elaborate discussion of each model mentioned in Fig.
10 is beyond the scope of a single paper. It is necessary,
however,  to point out a couple of problems which are within
the expertise of the  VLSI design/testing/CAD domain  and
have not received adequate attention even if they are of a very
important nature. The first is very low level of
"manufacturability awareness" among  CAD tools developers -
especially those who design high level synthesis tools. The
second problem is lack of design quality - productivity  trade
off models. The third problem is the lack of adequate testing
cost models. Finally, there is a need for an increase of the
"communication  bandwidth" between all levels of design
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abstraction. And from the discussion presented in this paper it
should be evident that all of the above problems should be
addressed by  VLSI community with adequate attention and
resources.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper was to provide an overview of the

silicon cost related issues and to initiate the discussion
analyzing possible consequences of the anticipated dramatic
increase of the IC manufacturing facility. The presented facts
indicate that VLSI design domain may be strongly affected by
the silicon cost changes. One of the consequences of such a
change  will be a necessity to refocus VLSI design/test/CAD on
the cost related problems, i.e. on  (a) development of cost
models which are of analytical (not accounting) nature , (b)
development of tools performing system level design cost
optimization and  (c) development of tools and strategies
helping to identify and then minimize cost of the manufacturing
(yield learning, process simplifications etc.).

The diagram in Fig. 11  attempts to graphically summarize
areas of cost minimization opportunities which  should be
explored in a response to the growing costs of manufacturing.
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Fig. 11. Cost minimization tasks.

This paper indicates also that ultimately, VLSI
design/test/CAD should be directed towards development of
the system/circuit/device/layout/process co-synthesis strategy
which is  needed  [33] to support  the concept of  a cost
effective highly flexible fablines - the only alternative to mega-
fablines with mega-dollars price tags.
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